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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A WHOLE NEW APPROACH
Hobart, IN--- As leaders in the field of preparing students for high-demand and high-paying careers as court
reporters, stenographers, broadcast captioners, and communication access realtime translation (CART)
reporters, we’ve made a substantial investment of capital and time to perfect the delivery of court reporting
education. This blended learning environment was created to bring students and their teachers together as never
before.
With over 25 years of experience in court reporting education, the faculty and staff at the College of Court
Reporting played an important role in developing four key technologies that are important in assisting court
reporting students who learn from a distance or from within a traditional brick-and-mortar learning environment
develop their skills in the least amount of time. CCR continues to lead the way in court reporting education by
implementing the ev360. There are four key technologies to the ev360:
Time Management: The first of its kind for court reporting students struggling to manage all of
life's responsibilities and trying to manage their time for skill development practice; a time
management planner that integrates all of the necessary components of a well-balanced academic
and skill-development plan.
ev360 Skill Development: A unique way of practicing skill development. From variable text
practice to variable audio practice to self-evaluation, custom class creation is at your finger tips.
ev360 SAP Evaluations: A unique approach to delivering, attempting, and submitting
evaluations (tests) that count towards each student's individual academic progress. Intuitive
technology administers evaluations based on individual student's qualifications, prerequisites,
skill ability, current endurance, and transcription accuracy.
ev360 Communicate: A truly interactive delivery method of submitting ev360 SAP evaluations.
When a student submits a transcribed evaluation, they receive instant preliminary results,
including total errors and percentage of accuracy. No more waiting for evaluation results. Every
evaluation receives thorough interactive faculty coaching, evaluation, and feedback. When an
evaluation is above a minimum percentage of accuracy, it is put through a two-step faculty
review process for final grading and punctuation. Once the evaluation is ready, the student
receives the final results with additional interactive faculty coaching, evaluation, and feedback
on the student's performance.
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The College of Court Reporting has day and online programs and offers students an Associate of Applied
Science degree in court reporting. Final registration for the fall semester is September 15, 2010. For more
information, contact Nicole Rodriquez at 866-294-3974.
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